
Creative Behaviors Consulting Bird Boarding Policies and Release of 

Liability  

 

This agreement is entered into by and between Creative Behaviors Consulting, LLC, and bird 

owner (Owner)_________________________________________________________________ 

Bird(s) name/species_____________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

1) I (Owner) represent that I am the legal owner of the above named bird(s) and I assume 

all risks, dangers, and responsibility for injuries to the named bird(s).  Owner 

understands and agrees that Owner is solely responsible for any harm while Owner’s 

bird is boarding. 

2) PHOTO AND VIDEO RELEASE: CBC loves to post pictures and videos on social media and 

our website.  Owner agrees to allow Creative Behaviors Consulting to use Owner’s bird’s 

name and any images or likeness of Owner’s pet taken while he/she is at Creative 

Behaviors Consulting, in any form, for use at any time, in any media, marketing, 

advertising, illustration, trade or promotional materials without compensation, and 

Owner releases to Creative Behaviors Consulting all rights that Owner may possess or 

claim to such image, likeness, recording, etc.  

3) Creative Behaviors Consulting RECOMMENDS but does not REQUIRE that each bird 

boarding has been seen by an avian veterinarian within the last year and has tested 

negative for Chlamydiosis (aka psittacosis or parrot fever).  CBC suggests that Owner 

familiarize themselves with the symptoms and transmission methods of this disease, as 

it is zoonotic in nature.  More information can be found at www.aav.org  

4) BIRD’S HEALTH: Owner further understands and agrees that Owner’s bird(s) are healthy and 

free of any contagious diseases that the Owner is aware of.  Owner is not enrolling any bird(s) 

that has any condition that could potentially jeopardize the health of other bird(s) or people and 

has not had any potentially communicable condition within 30 days prior to enrollment.  Owner 

agrees that Owner will not hold Creative Behaviors Consulting responsible if Owner’s bird(s) 

contracts any bird-bird transmitted ailments. 

5) Owner consents that bird(s) boarding remain in CBC’s outdoor aviary unless medically 

necessary or in the case of extreme weather.  Birds boarding will be housed in separate 

cages and will not have direct interaction with any other birds for safety reasons, unless 

multiple birds from the same household can be housed together at Owner’s request.  

Heat lamps/fans are provided, and the aviary is fully covered and secure. 

http://www.aav.org/


6) RELEASE OF LIABILITY: Owner understands and agrees that during normal supervised 

play/training or at any time while secure in his/her cage, Owner’s bird(s) may sustain 

injuries.  All training and play time is monitored by Creative Behaviors Consulting staff to 

best avoid this, however minor injuries may occur despite the best supervision.  Owner 

further understands and agrees that neither training/boarding nor any of its employees 

or volunteers will be liable for any illness, injury, death, and/or escape of Owner’s 

bird(s) provided that reasonable care and precautions are followed, and Owner hereby 

releases Creative Behaviors Consulting staff or volunteers of any liability of any kind 

whatsoever arising from or as a result of Owner’s bird(s) attending Creative Behaviors 

Consulting. 

7) FOOD/MEDS: While boarding, Owner agrees that it is the Owner’s responsibility to leave 

adequate supply of food and medications for Owner’s bird(s) during the entire time 

Owner’s bird is cared for by Creative Behaviors Consulting. Should the food supply need 

replacement, Owner authorizes Creative Behaviors Consulting to feed the in-house 

pellets (a combination of Zupreem, Mazuri, and Harrison’s) along with fresh produce.   

8) VETERINARIAN LIABILITY AND CARE:  Owner agrees to Creative Behaviors Consulting to 

obtain medical treatment for Owner’s bird(s) if he/she appears ill, injured, or exhibits 

any other behavior that would reasonably suggest that bird(s) may need medical 

treatment including anesthesia.  Owner agrees to be fully responsible for the cost of any 

such medical treatment and for the cost of any transportation for the purposes of such 

treatment.  Owner gives permission to Creative Behaviors Consulting to use Owner’s vet 

or nearest 24-hour vet hospital (Blue Pearl Tampa) for required treatment.  Yes ______ 

or No ______ If Yes, maximum dollar amount is $________________. 

9) PAYMENTS are due and payable at the end of each visit.  Creative Behaviors Consulting 

accepts cash, check, Venmo, and credit cards.   

10) PICK UP/DROP OFF times can be scheduled on any day at any time, as agreed upon by 

bird(s) Owner and Creative Behaviors Consulting.  If changes need to be made to either 

of these dates/times, 24 hour notice must be given to Creative Behaviors Consulting in 

order to accommodate them.   

11) RIGHT OF REFUSAL: Creative Behaviors Consulting reserves the right to refuse 

admittance to any bird or dismiss any bird that does not meet or maintain health or 

other boarding standards.  The determination shall be made at the sole discretion of 

Creative Behaviors Consulting. 

12) FULL FORCE AND EFFECT: Owner further understands and expressly agrees that each 

and every of the foregoing provisions contained in paragraphs 1-12 shall be in force and 

effect and shall apply to each and every occasion on which Owner’s bird(s) stays with 

Creative Behaviors Consulting for boarding, training, or other services, as the case may 

be. This Agreement shall remain in full force and effect as between the parties until and 

unless otherwise cancelled or superseded by a writing signed by the parties. 

 



Owner hereby certifies that Owner has read and understands this Waiver and Release of 

Liability and the regulations set forth above. By signing this agreement, Owner agrees to be 

bound by its terms and conditions.  

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Owner’s name (signed)         Date  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Bird Boarding at Creative Behaviors Consulting - Client information form 

 

Owner’s name: _________________________________________________________________ 

Bird(s) name(s): 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Owner’s Phone: _______________________________________ Can receive texts: ___Y ___N 

Owner’s Email: _________________________________________________________________ 

Would you like to receive texts/emails with updates and photos?  ____Y  ____N  

 

DROP OFF date: __________________________________ Time: _________________________ 

PICK UP date: ____________________________________ Time: _________________________ 

 

Emergency contact:  

Name: __________________________________________ Phone: _______________________ 

Name: __________________________________________ Phone: _______________________ 

 

In case of an emergency, please provide your bird(s) veterinarian info: 

Hospital Name: _________________________________________________________________ 

Phone: ________________________________________________________________________ 

Vet’s Name: ___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Please provide any special instructions for your bird(s) care that CBC will need to know while 

you are away (medications, feeding routines and amounts, dietary restrictions, etc.):   

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 



CBC offers positive reinforcement training as a service that is included in your birds(s) stay with 

us.  Please list below any behaviors that you would like us to work on.  (Voluntary kenneling, 

stepping up/off, and stepping on/off a scale will be practiced unless Owner requests 

otherwise): 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

CBC is excited to spend time with you bird(s)!  We believe that providing quality enrichment 

and training is essential to the overall health and well being of any animal.  Here is a list of some 

of the things that we will offer your bird during his/her stay: 

- Outdoor environment with natural sunlight (good for vitamin D absorption) while in a 

protected aviary 

- Visual and auditory stimulation from other birds boarding and CBC’s 2 resident birds 

who live in the aviary full time 

- Daily enrichment made by CBC or rotated with toys provided 

- Daily training and interaction with CBC staff 

- Opportunities for misting when weather is warm and sunny  

- A variety of fresh produce for training or to supplement the daily diet (or both!) 

 

Thank you for choosing to board your bird(s) at Creative Behaviors Consulting!  ~Promoting 

positive connections between humans and animals~ 

 

I, _____________________________________________, have read and filled out this form to 

the best of my ability and verify that all information is correct.   

 

____________________________________________________      _______________________ 

Owner’s signature            Date   

 

 

 


